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ClearlyVisionary –
Arkay At 40
Arkay Windows success is
clear to see. Take a look
around what we consider a
stunning website and you’ll see
a vast range of premium products – all manufactured utilising
modern technology and with
the benefit of the experience
that comes from being in the
business for 40 years.
The company started making
PVC-U windows in 1978 and is
still producing high quality
windows and doors from the
same premises in Wood Green
in North London.
However, it i sArkay’s
aluminium factory i n W
atford
that really puts the company on
the map. From here the company
produces a range of products
you would find in modern
developments and the most exclusive of premises.
MD Raju Radia, who took over
running the company from his
father, told The Installer: “We are
proud to offer a complete range
of aluminium and PVC-U
products from Europe’s biggest
brands, all fabricated in-house
on our top-of-the-range, automated production line.”

“When demand considerably
increased for sliding doors and
bi-folds, we’d already mastered
production. Now we’re already
on to our InfiniGlide 3 and 6 –
the sliding doors with the
slimmest sightline on the market.”

Doors
Whether you require a front
door (with a complete selection
of glazing cassettes and locking
options), bi-folds doors or slidingpatio doors, Arkay has something in its range.
Infiniglide is Arkay’s fully concealable framed archiClearly Visionary
tectural
slimline
“We have been driven by what sliding door range.
the market wants – and high
Pirnar entrance
quality aluminium is in huge doors are hand
demand. Our philosophy is to crafted from prealways be ahead of the market, mium materials
so when asked for the latest in such as alualuminium, we are able to offer minium, timber,
our customers the latest windows stainless steel and
and doors all available from our carbon fibre, all
product portfolios – that’s why of which are visuour company byline is ‘Clearly ally stunning and
Visionary’.
robust.

Roofs
Arkay has found aluminium to
be the perfect solution for
lanterns – the Infini Lantern is
described as frameless – allowing natural light to flood in
whilst exhibiting the latest
thermal technology for superb
insulation levels.
Infini Light is an alternative to a
traditional roof light as it sits flat
to the roof in an ultra modern
style while showing none of the
frame. Stratus is Arkay’s more
substantial take on lantern
styling.
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Veranda
With the summer the UK has
experienced, Arkay recognises
the need for a superior quality
versatile veranda and winter
garden offering. Manufactured
in aluminium, with a glazed roof
and concealable drainage, the
veranda allows home owners
longer
sunshine
sessions,
brighter spaces and more late
night fresh air while remaining
sheltered and protected at all
times. Arkay’s range of
verandas offer the option to add
glass walls and frameless sliding
doors to create a full winter
garden.
Meanwhile, a bioclimatic
pergola and lounge features a
remote controlled motorised
blade system which allows users
to adjust the roof for solar shading, ventilation, illumination and
rain protection depending on
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the season. The pergola can be
designed to cover a terrace to
extend the living area of a home
or create a luxury space anywhere in a garden with its robust
freestanding configuration.
Arkay’s Pergola also has the
option for glass walls, sliding
doors and integrated LED
lighting.

Windows
Arkay offers a full range of PVCU and aluminium casement windows. There are vertical sliding
sashes, fully reversible or tilt &
turn windows with a wide range
of styles, colours and hardware
options – and in many instances,
doors can be added to match
window frame styles. i

